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RIDER:  ALEX  TANK
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

HEAD 
SNOWBOARDS
S E A S O N  F O U R T E E N  /  F I F T E E N

HEAD SNOWBOARDS HAS  BEEN BUILD ING 
PRECIS ION TOOLS  FOR SNOWBOARDING 

S INCE THE  YEAR 2000 .  WE  BEL IEVE  THAT 
OUR BLEND OF  EXPERIENCE,  TECHNICAL 

KNOWHOW,  PROGRESSIVE  INNOVAT ION 
AND HARDCORE F IELD  TEST ING BY 

OUR TEAM OF  PROFESS IONAL  R IDERS 
COMBINE  TO  MAKE EQUIPMENT  THAT  NOT 
ONLY  WORKS BUT  MAKES SNOWBOARDING 

BETTER. 

R IDE  HEAD AND BEL IEVE!
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CHRIST IAN  GE IGER (AT ) ,  TOM GE ILER (AT ) , 
CLAUDIO  SCHOEN (AT ) ,  TOM WAGNER (AT ) , 
LU IS  ECKERT  (DE) ,  M ICHAEL  MIETHIG  (DE) , 

DAV ID  SPE ISER (DE) ,  MATTHIAS  BUMANN (CH) , 
SEBAST IAN  BUMANN (CH) ,  JUL IEN  EMCH (CH) , 

FÉFÉ  PELLACANI  (CH) ,  FAB IO  PROSDOCIMI  (CH) , 
T INA  RAMHOLT  (CH) ,  THOMAS RUEGG (CH) , 

SAM SCHAER (CH) ,  ANDY WALKER (CH) , 
ER IKA  FUJ IHARA ( JP ) ,  MASAOMI  HARADA ( JP ) , 

R IKA  HATTA  ( JP ) ,  SH INYA  MIZOBATA  ( JP ) , 
SAORI  OKADA ( JP ) ,  ASUKA SH IN  ( JP ) , 
F IDEL  ALONSO (ES) ,  GREG BOW (UK) , 

LEWIS  COURT IER- JONES (UK) ,  BECKY MENDAY (UK) , 
STEFANI  NURDING (UK) ,  HENRY SHACKLETON (UK) , 

DAN WAKEHAM (UK) ,  GRAHAM BANKS (US) , 
JARED ELSTON (US) ,  MARK SPE ICHER (US)

PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

HEAD TEAM SNOWBOARDS
RIDER:  ALEX  TANK

PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

RIDER:  TOM KLOCKER
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

RIDER:  A I  KUNIOKA
PHOTO:  CHRIST IAN  BRECHEIS

RIDER:  ALEX  TANK
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

RIDER:  S INA  CANDRIAN
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

RIDER:  KAZUSHIGE  FUJ ITA
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

RIDER:  FREDRIK  EVENSEN
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

RIDER:  ATT I  HOLST
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

HEAD MAKES SNOWBOARDS THAT  MAKE 
SNOWBOARDING BETTER.  THE  INPUT 

FROM OUR TEAM OF  PROFESS IONAL  R ID-
ERS AND THE  TECHNICAL  KNOWHOW AND 

INNOVAT IVE  DRIVE  OF  OUR LAB STAFF 
COMBINE  TO  PRODUCE BOARDS THAT 

ARE  PROGRESSIVE  AND FUN FOR SNOW-
BOARDERS OF  ALL  LEVELS .
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 SIDEWALL
vs

 SIDEWALL
vs

BOARDS

POWER SHOVEL  T IP  /  TA IL

3D TOPSHEET

HYBRID  CAMBA DCT

KERS

BASALT  STR INGERS

FRAMEWALL

EVEN POWER DISTRIBUTION
Comparing to traditional sidewall constructions, the 
unique FRAMEWALL evenly distributes applied edge 
pressure from tip to tail, while eliminating pressure 
peaks underneath the binding areas. Better power 

distribution along the edges results in more balanced 
turns and improved edge grip without needing to 

invest higher efforts into riding.

The FRAMEWALL is the latest innovation resulting from 
the HEAD intelligence loop. Making the product better, 

HEAD’s engineers and pro riders were seeking for a 
solution to address the issue of unbalanced 

distribution of edge pressure. 

The patented FRAMEWALL provides the answer: it’s 
the fi rst circular three-dimensional sidewall on a 

snowboard distributing rider’s pressure on the edge 
uniformly. Hence riders can put more pressure on the 

snowboard’s edge while needing less strength due to a 
more effective power distribution. HEAD’s FRAMEWALL 

is also improving the snowboard’s torsional perfor-
mance. The added stiffness increases board control 

and lowers vibrations when riding fast.

The new FRAMEWALL technology makes boards longer 
lasting due to the fact that the snowboard’s top sheet 

is being protected from delamination based on the 
three-dimensional build.

The FRAMEWALL makes your ride smoother, more 
controlled and, most important, more fun! Let’s face it: 

It’s the best thing since bread came sliced!

HEAD SNOWBOARDS HAS REFINED AND REDEFINED 
CAMBER TECHNOLOGY TO CREATE FOUR PROGRESSIVE 

BOARD PROFILES TO SUIT ALL TERRAINS AND SNOW 
CONDITIONS, FROM HYBRID CAMBA DCT FOR THE STEEP 
TO THE BUTTERY GOODNESS OF ROCKA. WHEREVER YOU 

RIDE WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED. 

Hybrid Camba DCT combines regular camber with fl at 
camber and a tapered, narrow waist for increased 
torsional fl exibility. The regular camber is located 
under the bindings, delivering an aggressive edge 
grip greater than that of a full-length cambered 

board, while zero camber between the bindings puts 
responsive fun into this camber medley.  

This is HEAD’s take on traditional camber with all 
its precision, positive pop and all-terrain edge-hold. 
Traditional camber remains the profi le of most pro 

snowboarders. 

Flocka is HEAD’s combined base profi le of rocker plus 
fl at camber. The majority of the running base being 

fl at, with no pretension, delivers precision and predict-
ability to the ride where the rocker adds playfulness. 

In addition Flocka features a progressive radius, 
meaning the effective edge is longer – equal to that of 

a traditional board - when on an edge.   

Rocka is what we call reverse camber. It makes our 
boards playful, forgiving and fun to ride on the piste 
and in the park, but once you hit the powder Rocka 
give you some serious fl oat. It’s like riding a Swiss 
Army Knife; there isn’t a situation that you’re not 

prepared for.  

MICRO-SUSPENSION
While sidewalls are covered and therefore stiffened by 
different kind of laminates top and bottom, our all new 
FRAMEWALL is wider and only partly overlapping with 
the top layers of the board construction. Hence, the 
FRAMEWALL’s exposed top edges can fl ex more freely 

to the upside with the effect that disturbing vibrations 
and micro-shocks get fi ltered and leveled out.
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INSTINCT DCT 
i. KERS

FORCE
i. KERS

INSTINCT DCT i. KERS N° 331014 FORCE i. KERS N° 331124

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

146
149
153
156
159
162

23.9
24.3
24.8
25.0
25.2
25.4

110.5
115.4
118.3
121.1
122.2
126.0

7.8/7.5
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8

52
54
56
58
60
60

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

FEATURES FEATURES

TWIN DIR.TWIN DIR. BAMBOOBAMBOO SINTEREDSINTERED

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

144
149
153
156
159
162

23.7
24.0
24.5
25.0
25.3
25.5

114.0
115.4
117.7
120.3
124.0
127.0

7.0
7.4/22.0/7.4
7.5/21.6/7.5
7.8/22.0/7.8
7.9/22.5/7.9
8.0/24.0/8.0

52
54
56
58
60
60

1
1
1
1
1
1

ALL-MOUNTAIN POWER HOUSE PROGRESSIVE TECHNICAL FREESTYLER

The INSTINCT DCT i. KERS is an all-mountain direction-
al twin, packed with all the riding goodness that our 
technicians and pro team could muster. These include 
a KERS Chip, a gadget adopted from Formula 1 that 
harvests and redistributes kinetic energy for snappy 
turns and mega pop; DCT, which affords improved 
responsiveness and faster spin initiation; and HEAD’s 
ISPO GOLD AWARD winning multi-faceted FRAMEWALL, 
which acts as a shock absorber, distributes a rider’s 
input evenly along the edge of the board and provides 
enhanced control and response. Chuck in the aesthetics 
of the power shovel tip and tail and you have a board 
that delivers power and performance at the highest 
levels. It is the best all-mountain board to hit the hill 
this season. 

The FORCE i. KERS is an intelligent all-mountain board 
for progressive freestylers. It features regular camber 
in a high-end directional twin shape, on which the       
bindings are set back 1cm. Intellifi bers give the board  
a brain; invented by the US Army to give rigidity to       
helicopter rotor blades, in a snowboard they translate 
energy into responsiveness in the FORCE i. KERS.  
A KERS chip also harvests kinetic energy and             
transforms it into pop and snappy turns. Combined 
with the precision of regular camber this tech makes 
the FORCE i. KERS a board a true all-mountain slayer. 
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DAYMAKER DCT

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

146
149
153
156
159
162
156W
159W
162W

23.9
24.3
24.8
25.0
25.2
25.4
26.2
26.4
26.6

110.5
115.4
118.3
121.1
122.2
126.0
119.8
123.5
126.0

7.8/7.5
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8

52
54
56
58
60
60
58
60
60

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

DAYMAKER DCT N° 331404

TRUE

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

142
148
151
154
157
163
155W
159W
163W

24.4
24.6
24.7
24.8
24.9
25.1
26.2
26.4
26.6

108.0
114.0
117.0
120.0
123.0
129.0
119.0
122.6
126.4

7.5
7.7
7.8
7.9
8.0
8.3
7.9
8.5
8.6

51
52
52
56
56
58
52
53
53

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

TRUE N° 331714

FEATURES

FEATURES

EVIL i. FLOCKA N° 332114

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

138
142
146
149
152
155
158
161

23.5
23.7
23.9
24.3
24.8
25.0
25.2
25.4

110.6
112.1
112.6
116.3
117.3
121.1
124.5
125.4

6.6
6.9
7.8
7.8
8.0
7.8
7.8
7.3

48
50
52
54
56
58
60
60

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

FEATURES

EVIL i.
FLOCKATWIN DIR.

TWIN DIR.

BAMBOO SINTERED

ALL-MOUNTAIN AFFORDABLE WORKHORSE

The DAYMAKER DCT’s no-nonsense directional twin build, 
combination with a host of tech, make this board an all-
mountain workhorse for all-day sessioning. The combined 
cambers of DCT give the DAYMAKER DCT its pop and re-
sponsiveness, while precision edge hold and on-the-button 
spin initiation come from a narrowed waist and aggressive 
sidecut. Throw in a tip-to-tail poplar core, a super durable 
and easy to maintain extruded base and the aesthetics of 
the power shovel nose and tail and you have a handsome 
stick that will hold its own from park and pipe to drops 
and powder.

PROGRESS FROM STEPPING IN TO STEPPING UP

The TRUE is on the money in build, performance and price, 
with an easy-going nature that makes riding accessible 
and fun for snowboarding’s freshmen. The board’s Camba, 
extruded base and tip-to-tail poplar core also promise du-
rability and response, allowing a rider plenty of room in 
which to progress. Throw in a directional twin shape and 
you have a smooth-riding all-access pass to the entire hill. 

ULTRA LIGHT TECHNICAL FREESTYLER

The EVIL i. FLOCKA is a technical freestyler’s dream; 
that’s why ALEX TANK rides it. This true twin EVIL i. 
FLOCKA is the ultimate, ultra-light technical freestyle 
board, delivering the skate style ridability to slay rails 
and booters with ease. It incorporates a ton of high-end 
tech, including stabilizing intellifi bers, a full-length 
bamboo core with basalt 40 stringers for enhanced pop 
and response, and hammerhead tip and tail for added 
spice. The ATAGGE tank by Artist JAGGE may have been 
overrun by nature but the EVIL i. FLOCKA just keeps on 
dropping hammers! 
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REVEAL ROCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

150
153
156
159
162

24.0
24.7
25.0
25.3
25.6

60
62
64
66
68

22.5
20.0
19.5
18.5
19.5

52
54
56
58
60

0
0
0
0
0

REVEAL ROCKA N° 333514

RUSH ROCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

150
153
156
159
162

156W
159W
162W

24.0
24.7
25.0
25.3
25.6

26.2
26.4
26.6

60
62
64
66
68

64
66
68

22.5
20.0
19.5
18.5
19.5

19.5
18.5
19.5

52
54
56
58
60

56
58
60

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

RUSH ROCKA N° 333714

FEATURES

FEATURES

DISRUPT FLOCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

149
152
155
158
161

24.2
24.6
25.0
25.4
25.8

110.5
113.5
114.5
114.9
117.4

6.0
6.4
6.6
5.9
6.0

52
54
56
58
60

0
0
0
0
0

DISRUPT FLOCKA N° 332214

THE GOOD FLOCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

149
152
155
158
161

152W
155W
158W

24.3
24.8
25.0
25.2
25.4

26.0
26.2
26.4

116.3
117.3
121.1
124.5
125.4

115.5
116.0
118.0

7.8
8.0
7.8
7.8
7.3

7.6
7.8
7.9

54
56
58
60
60

56
58
60

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

THE GOOD FLOCKA N° 332714

FEATURES

FEATURES

FRAMEWALL FUNSTICK

The REVEAL ROCKA is an easy riding, all-rounder true twin, 
delivering lift in the powder, playfulness on the groomers 
and buttery pleasure in the park. The board is also able to 
turn on a dime thanks to the torsional values of HEAD’s 
award winning FRAMEWALL, while a poplar core and basalt 
30 stringers deliver lightweight reactivity.  Add to all this 
an extruded base and the REVEAL ROCKA becomes a tough 
fun stick on which to progress. 

FRESHMAN FREESTYLE ROCKA

The RUSH ROCKA is HEAD’s entry-level true twin, packing 
a punch at an affordable price. The board’s Rocka profi le 
provides a forgiving ride on which to progress, while the 
lightweight tip-to-tail poplar core delivers that extra retort 
to take a rider to the next level. From park to powder this 
twin will deliver a catch-free ride for the aspiring fresh-
man. 

FREESTYLE BOARD WITH AWARD 
WINNING FRAMEWALL

The DISRUPT FLOCKA is blessed with the combined rid-
ing characteristics of reverse and fl at Camber thanks to 
HEAD’s Flocka profi le. This makes it playful, responsive 
and arms it with precision pop: characteristics that are 
enhanced by the lightweight yet strong poplar core and 
basalt 30 stringers. This true twin is also endowed with 
HEAD’s award winning FRAMEWALL, adding smoothness 
and torsional responsiveness to its long list of credential. 
You won’t get a better board for the price of the DISRUPT 
FLOCKA. 

ALL-TERRAIN AFFORDABLE FLOCKA

You won’t fi nd a better board than THE GOOD FLOCKA for 
mastering the basics of snowboarding. In short it is an 
awesome looking, affordable all-mountain twin that deliv-
ers a fun, forgiving, progressive ride. Inside there’s a full 
poplar core, which is lightweight, strong and responsive, 
while underneath it has a tough and fast extruded base 
that is easy to maintain and will keep this board going 
from fi rst turns to front and back fi ves.  
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WOMEN 
SNOWBOARDS

RIDER:  ATT I  HOLST
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

HEAD HAS  A  LONG TRADIT ION AT  SUPPORT ING WOMEN’S 
SNOWBOARDING,  BOTH THROUGH THE  DEVELOPMENT 

OF  CUTT ING EDGE BOARDS,  BOOTS  AND B INDINGS AND 
THE  SPONSORSHIP  OF  SOME OF  THE  BEST  FEMALE 

SNOWBOARDERS IN  THE  WORLD.  WE ARE  PROUD OF  OUR 
RELAT IONSHIP  AND DEL IVER THE  TOOLS  THAT  ALLOW 

G IRLS ’  TO  BOTH HAVE  FUN AND PROGRESS.
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SAINT FLOCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

138
142
146
149
152

23.5
23.7
23.9
24.4
24.6

103.5
106.5
109.0
111.0
113.5

5.6
6.0
6.8
6.2
6.4

48
50
51
53
54

0
0
0
0
0

SAINT FLOCKA N° 334614

SHE’S GOOD 
FLOCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

138
142
146
149
152

23.5
23.7
23.9
24.3
24.8

110.6
112.1
112.6
116.3
117.3

6.6
5.9
7.8
7.8
8.0

48
50
52
54
56

0
0
0
0
0

SHE’S GOOD FLOCKA N° 334814

FEATURES

FEATURES

SHINE DCT

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

138
142
146
149
153
156

23.5
23.7
23.9
24.3
24.8
25.0

106.5
108.9
110.5
115.4
118.3
121.1

6.4/6.0
7.8/7.5
7.8/7.5
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8
7.9/7.8

48
50
52
54
56
58

1
1
1
1
1
1

SHINE DCT N° 331514

PRIDE

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

138
142
147
152
157

23.4
23.7
24.0
24.3
24.6

103.2
106.8
111.4
116.4
121.0

7.0
7.2
7.6
8.2
8.4

45.5
47.5
49.5
50.5
51.0

1
1
1
1
1

PRIDE N° 334514

FEATURES

FEATURES

TWIN DIR.

TWIN DIR.

MAKING ASPIRATIONS REALITY

The SAINT FLOCKA is a brand new addition to HEAD’s sta-
ble of girls’ boards. It is built for those who have already 
made it onto the medium line of the park and so has all 
the necessary performance enhancing technology inside. 
Flocka endows it with both the precision and predictability 
fl at camber and the playfulness of, and “catch-free” ride 
of rocker, while HEAD’s award winning FRAMEWALL sucks 
up shocks and delivers precision power transmission. The 
SAINT FLOCKA makes the aspirations of rider a reality. 

FUN FREESTYLING FOR GIRLS

SHE’S GOOD FLOCKA is the ultimate board for rookie girls 
wanting to up their freestyle game. The board’s true twin 
shape is a backstage pass to freestyle progression, while 
a biaxial cruiser jacket, tip-to-tail wood core and ex-
truded base mean that the board is poppy yet forgiving 
and ultimately hardwearing. The SHE’S GOOD FLOCKA is 
the decisive introductory board on which to progress your 
freestyling.  

PARK TO POWDER AND 
EVERYWHERE IN-BETWEEN

The SHINE DCT is an all-mountain, directional twin that 
makes girls’ riding SHINE DCT from park to powder and 
everywhere in-between. This top of the line women’s 
camba benefi ts from the precision and response of DCT’s 
combined Camber as well as the easy-riding yet reactive 
torsional fl ex of a narrowed waist. Reactivity also comes 
from the board’s lightweight poplar core, making this a 
board that needs little persuasion to go big. 

TRADITIONAL CAMBA DIRECTIONAL TWIN

The PRIDE is a board for beginners and intermediates 
wanting to improve. The directional twin shape gives all-
mountain freestyling access, while HEAD’s take on tradi-
tional camber makes the board a responsive tool on which 
to learn and progress. Build features include a weight-
saving tip-to-tail poplar core and tough, low-maintenance 
extruded base guaranteeing girls the durability and fl ex-
ibility of use to make it to the next level. 
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GOSSIP ROCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

139
143
147
151

23.4
23.7
24.0
24.3

56
58
60
60

22.6
22.5
22.5
22.5

48
50
52
52

0
0
0
0

GOSSIP ROCKA N° 335514

STELLA ROCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

139
143
147
151

23.4
23.7
24.0
24.3

56
58
60
60

22.6
22.5
22.5
22.5

48
50
52
52

0
0
0
0

FEATURES

FEATURES

BINDINGS
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

BINDINGS NOT  ONLY  HAVE  TO  ACT  AS  THE 
MOUTHPIECE FOR A  SNOWBOARDER’S 

PHYS ICAL  INPUT  BUT  MUST  ALSO ALLOW 
A  BOARD TO  FUNCT ION TO  I TS  L IMITS . 
FOR TH IS  REASON HEAD B INDINGS ARE 
BUILT  ON A  PLATFORM OF  R IDER INPUT 

AND TECHNICAL  R&D,  DEL IVERING 
UNPARALLELED FUNCT ION AND 

RESPONSIVENESS WITH  ULT IMATE  EASE 
OF  USABIL ITY  AND COMFORT.  B INDINGS 

ARE  THE  KEY  INTERFACE BETWEEN A 
R IDER AND THE IR  BOARD SO 

COMPROMISE  IS  NOT  AN  OPT ION. 

The STELLA ROCKA is an easy-riding true twin that opens 
the door to the world of freestyling. Its Rocka delivers a 
mellow, catch-free ride that makes learning the ropes of 
riding easy and fun; yet its poplar core and extruded base 
provide lightweight strength that is easy to maintain. From 
fi rst turns to the easy line of the park and sidecountry, the 
STELLA ROCKA is the board to ride. 

KEY TO THE WORLD OF SNOWBOARDING

ALL-MOUNTAIN STICK WITH 
BACKCOUNTRY GENES

The true twin GOSSIP ROCKA is a fl oaty all-mountain stick 
with strong backcountry genes that is fun to ride. The 
board’s Rocka rides high in the pow and reduces back leg 
cramp, while HEAD’s award winning FRAMEWALL delivers 
perfect power transmission and a smoother ride. 
The GOSSIP ROCKA also contains a reactive, lightweight 
poplar core, whose snap is enhanced by basalt 30 string-
ers. This arsenal of performance enhancing tech combined 
with Rocka makes reaching the hard end of riding that 
much easier. 
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ASYMMETRIC  EVA 
PADDED LS  H IGHBACK

ASYMMETRICAL  DUAL 
DENSITY  ANKLE  STRAP

DUAL  DENSITY  DAMPIFLEX

FULLY  COVERED EVA 
BASEPAD WITH  S IL ICONE 

DAMPENING 

AUTO OPEN TOTAL

AUTO OPEN TOTAL

BINDINGS

DAMPIFLEX

45°  HARDNESS 
OUTS IDE

25°  HARDNESS 
INS IDE

25°  HARDNESS 
INS IDE

45°  HARDNESS 
OUTS IDE

EASY-ENTRY
HEAD has taken a two-pronged approach to easy-entry, 

one for those who like a traditional binding and 
another for those who want the ease of a reclining 

highback. 

Our reclining highback easy-entry system allows for 
quick and easy access through the rear of the binding, 

and for simple and fast closure with a single hand. 
The beauty of our system is that you lose none of the 
comfort and responsiveness of HEAD straps yet still 

get hassle free entry and closure of the binding with-
out the bother of tightening buckles and straps.  

HEAD’s auto open strap system, for those who like to 
ride a fi xed highback and straps, allows either both the 

toe and ankle strap to ‘fold’ out from the baseplate, 
with auto open total, or just the toe strap in auto open 
toe straps. Both allow for a hassle free step in to the 

bindings without the grief of kicking straps.

DAMPIFLEX just got better with the division of the 
cushioning into DUAL DENSITY zones. DAMPIFLEX is 
the cushioning on which the rigid structure of the 

binding fl oats, acting not only as a dampening agent 
but also allowing the board to fl ex better for improved 
precision and control. The DUAL DENSITY DAMPIFLEX 

is divided into two sections, the fi rst for improved 
transmission of a rider’s input to the boards tip and 

tail, while the other acts as suspension to the inside of 
the foot, through which a rider exerts greatest pressure 

while riding.

HEAD BINDINGS TRANSLATE A RIDER’S INPUT INTO GREAT 
SNOWBOARDING THROUGH A MIX OF PRECISION, COMFORT AND 
EASE-OF-USE. THEY ARE ALSO TOUGH ENOUGH TO WITHSTAND 

THE RIGORS OF CONTEMPORARY PROGRESSIVE SNOWBOARDING. 
THEY ARE LIKE AN ELEVATOR BUTTON: PUSH THEM AND THEY’LL 

TAKE YOU TO THE NEXT LEVEL. 
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NX TWO

NX TWO N° 341614

NX ONE

NX ONE BLACK/LIME N° 341724

NX ONE BLACK N° 341713

SIZE

SIZE

SIZE

FEATURES

FEATURES

NX FIVE DF N° 341314

FEATURES

NX
FIVE DF

M L XL

25.0 - 27.0 27.5 - 29.0 29.5 - 32.5

M L XL

25.0 - 27.0 27.5 - 29.0 29.5 - 32.5

M L XL

25.0 - 27.0 27.5 - 29.0 29.5 - 32.5

ALL DAY COMFORT

The NX TWO is a softer binding for making those all day 
sessions in the park smooth and comfortable. Everything 
about the NX TWO is easy, from the forgiving freefl ex high-
back with its asymmetric zonal support and the tool free 
adjustability of the auto open total straps to the comfort 
and hold of the 3D fl ex toe straps and dampening and sup-
port of the full EVA cushioning on the baseplate. Glass 35 
also gives the baseplate added fl ex making this binding 
the ultimate tweak machine. 

SUPPORT FROM THE GROUND UP

The NX ONE is an easy-riding all-mountain binding that 
makes strapping in and getting stoked easy and fun. Its 
setup is completely tool free from adjusting the forward 
lean to fi nding the perfect fi t of the Auto Open toe straps. 
Add to this a forgiving fl ex, EVA base cushioning and a per-
formance enhancing, comfortable 3D comfort ankle strap 
and you have the ultimate binding on which to build skills.  

PRECISION POWER TRANSMISSION

The NX FIVE DF is a top-end binding for progressive 
shredding, with the additional upgrade of HEAD’s brand 
new DUAL DENSITY DAMPIFLEX. DUAL DENSITY DAMPI-
FLEX enhances the communication of a rider’s intention 
to the board’s tip and tail, while providing suspension 
to the inside of the foot, where the pressures of riding 
are the most extreme. Cushioning is also provided by 
Silicone gel pads, integrated into the full-length, grippy 
EVA base pad, while auto open total straps have dual 
density padding that is comfortable and power enhanc-
ing. A ‘winged’ highback delivers added control, as 
does the reinforced glass 45 base plate, making the NX 
FIVE DF one hell of a good conductor of a rider’s skills. 
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RX TWO

RX TWO N° 344614

RX ONE

RX ONE BLACK N° 344713

RX ONE BLACK/LIME N° 344724

SIZE

SIZE

FEATURES

FEATURES

WOMEN
BINDINGS

RIDER:  ATT I  HOLST
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

M L XL

25.0 - 27.0 27.5 - 29.0 29.5 - 32.5

M L XL

25.0 - 27.0 27.5 - 29.0 29.5 - 32.5

EASY ALL-ROUNDER

If you like your bindings to be hassle free yet still per-
formance enhancing then the RX TWO is for you. The key 
component of the binding is the reclining lightweight 
highback, which once engaged provides maximum fl ex for 
tweaking and plenty of support for holding an edge; like 
the straps this highback also has tool-free adjustability for 
its forward lean. The baseplate has a forgiving fl ex pattern 
and the dampening qualities of its full-cover EVA cushion 
add to the comfort and functionality of the binding. What 
more do you want from an easy-entry binding? 

FROM LINKING TURNS TO EASY SPINS

The RX ONE is an easy-riding, easy-entry binding for be-
ginner to intermediate riders. Like the RX TWO it features 
the ease and functionality of HEAD’s reclining highback, as 
well as the tool-free adjustability of the 3D Comfort ankle 
strap and dura tech toe strap. The lightweight FT1 base 
is both strong and forgiving in fl ex and features shock 
absorbent pads in the toe and heel. In short the RX ONE 
provides an easy going binding, with the functionality of 
aiding progression.
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NX FAY II

NX FAY II N° 342414

NX FAY I

NX FAY I BLACK N° 342634

NX FAY I WHITE N° 342623

SIZE

SIZE

FEATURES

FEATURES

NX FAY V DF N° 342214

FEATURES

NX FAY V DF

WOMEN / BINDINGS WOMEN / BINDINGS

S M

22.5 - 24.5 25.0 - 27.0

S M

22.5 - 24.5 25.0 - 27.0

S M

22.5 - 24.5 25.0 - 27.0

SIZE

GAME ENHANCER

The NX FAY II is packed with all the components that make 
progression possible; built for girls who are on the up. 
The fl ex of the lightweight, glass 35 reinforced baseplate 
and girl-specifi c freefl ex highback are designed to deliver 
the perfect blend of support and easy riding performance 
that a girl needs to improve her skills. Add to this tool free 
adjustability of the 3D Comfort ankle strap, smooth cover 
toe strap and the highback’s forward lean, as well as an 
adjustable toe ramp and you have ultimate customizability 
for a perfect individual fi t.   

EASY RIDER

The NX FAY I delivers a hassle-free solution to upping your 
game. The binding is all about making snowboarding easy, 
from its tool free adjustability of both straps and forward 
lean to the subtle yet reactive fl ex of the everyday all-
terrain glass 35 reinforced baseplate and auto open toe 
strap. In short this is a lightweight, easy fl exing binding 
to improve skills on. 

GIRL SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE 

The NX FAY V DF is the do-it-all-go-anywhere perfor-
mance binding for the advanced girl ripper. As you 
would expect from a high-end binding, it is crammed 
full of performance enhancing gadgets, from the low 
profi le LS highback, with its girl specifi c fl ex pattern 
and build, to the responsive and lightweight glass 45 
reinforced baseplate, with its full shock-absorbent EVA 
grip base pad. It is also built for ease of use, with auto 
open total toe and ankle straps that can be adjusted 
without a tool and it boasts tool free adjustable forward 
lean. The binding also features DUAL DENSITY DF, which 
allows for a more direct transfer of a riders input to 
the tip and tail of the board as well as suspension for 
the inside of the foot where the pressures of riding are 
at their most extreme. It is the binding of choice for 
HEAD’s pro girls. 

WOMEN / BINDINGS
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RX FAY II

RX FAY II N° 345414

RX FAY I

RX FAY I PINK N° 345634

RX FAY I WHITE N° 345623

SIZE

SIZE

FEATURES

FEATURES

BOOTS

RIDER:  FREDRIK  EVENSEN,  ALEX  TANK
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

UNISEX / BOOTSWOMEN / BINDINGS

S M

22.5 - 24.5 25.0 - 27.0

S M

22.5 - 24.5 25.0 - 27.0

TIME AND SPACE TO PROGRESS

The RX FAY II is built for beginner to intermediate girls who 
want to ride without messing with straps. The one-hand 
engagement of the reclining highback is easy and quick, 
while tool free adjustability of the straps and forward 
lean make customization simple. The FT1 base and power 
transmission strap provide precision response to a rider’s 
input at a progressive pace. The RX FAY II gives you the 
time and space to progress.

EASY ON THE LEGS, LIGHT ON THE PURSE

With a forgiving fl ex and a host of easy to use features the 
RX FAY I is built for girls who want a hassle-free binding 
at an affordable price. The mainstay of this binding is its 
easy-entry reclining highback. Its ease of use is also ac-
centuated by the tool free adjustability of the 3D comfort 
ankle strap and dura tech toe strap, both of which have 
great power transmission characteristics and supreme 
comfort. Add to this a lightweight FT1 baseplate and you 
have an easy-riding binding that’s light on the purse. 

HEAD KNOWS THAT  SNOWBOARD BOOTS 
MUST  BE  COMFORTABLE  AND RESPONSIVE 

IN  EQUAL  MEASURES.  THAT  IS  WHY WE 
CONSTANTLY  STR IVE  TO  ADVANCE AND 

INNOVATE  OUR BOOT  L INE ,  DEVELOPING 
GROUNDBREAKING NEW LACING SYSTEMS, 
SOLES  WITH  ENHANCED GRIP  AND CUSH-

IONING,  AND REVOLUT IONARY SHELLS 
AND L INERS.  GOOD BOOTS  ARE  THE  KEY 

TO  ENJOY ING THE  R IDE . 
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BOOTS

PROGRESSIVE  POWER STRAP

BOA INSTEP  GRASP

CARBON SHANK

FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY

WEIGHT  SAV ING MESH

GEL  SHOCK PADS

LACING SYSTEMS

The GEISHA PRO is a multi-density EVA sole that 
includes an additional gel pad in the heel for superior 
shock-absorption, strategic rubber studs for improved 

grip and a fi breglass arch support. 

The new developed outsole concept NINJA for the boys and GEISHA for the ladies offers full performance and function: 
It’s basic version is made of an EVA compound with rubber inlays, to be both lightweight an slip-resistant. The pro 

versions are featuring a gel shock pad in the heel and foam cushioning under the forefoot for additional dampening. 
The NINJA PRO also contains a carbon shank for enhanced foot support and features an over-moulded weight-saving 
mesh construction for premium grip whereas the GEISHA PRO includes a fi breglass arch support and a rubber bottom 

for superior grip to make this lightweight sole uncompromising in both comfort and function.

The new women’s GEISHA sole is made of a lightweight 
EVA foam, which also has very good insulation proper-

ties to keep your feet cozy in extreme cold. Rubber 
studs offer a solid grip to prevent you from slipping.

The NINJA PRO is HEAD’s multi-density EVA sole, 
featuring a gel shock pad in the heel and foam 

cushioning under the forefoot for additional dampen-
ing. The NINJA PRO also contains a carbon shank for 
enhanced foot support and features an over-moulded 

weight-saving mesh construction. 

NINJA is HEAD’s new simple EVA sole, featuring strate-
gically positioned rubber traction pads in the shape of 

ninja throwing stars for ninja grip. 

HEAD IS COMMITTED TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF INNOVATIVE 
LACING SYSTEMS THAT TICK ALL THE BOXES, FROM VERSATIL-

ITY AND THE ABILITY AND CUSTOMIZE TENSION ZONALLY, 
TO EASE OF USE AND COMFORT BEYOND COMPARISON. WE 

ACHIEVE THIS THROUGH A RIGOROUS PROCESS OF R&D, ON-
HILL TESTING AND FINE-TUNING BY OUR TEAM OF PRO RIDERS. 

WE DO THIS BECAUSE WE RIDE.  

HEAD’s Hybrid lacing confi guration combines the best 
of BOA and traditional lacing: Focused BOA on the 
instep delivers a fast and precise hold to eliminate 

heel lift, while the dependable fl exibility of traditional 
lacing puts a rider in control of their boot fi t. 

The BOA In-Step Grasp is a revolution in boot security, 
delivering a focused, secure, dependable hold to the 

instep eradicating heel lift.

Our Instep Pad Strap (IPS) gives supreme heel hold 
and eliminates the need for laces on the lower liner 
to give easier entry and exit and improved comfort. 
The padded strap sits over the ankle and pulls the 

heel further into the heel pocket, and also distributes 
pressure from the ankle strap more evenly over the top 

of the foot making comfort on another level. 

The Progressive Power Strap is one step up from the 
Double Power Strap. This season we have moved the it 
closer to the eye-stay of the boot for a more depend-
able hold with minimal movement in the strap and 

also widened the strap for better power distribution. 

HEAD’s revolutionary Wrap Strap delivers an even, 
secure closure across the entire boot. The BOA cable 

threads through and pulls on integrated straps, which 
close over and draw in both sides of the outer shell in 

the key area of the calf. 

NEW SOLE CONCEPT: NINJA & GEISHA
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SEVEN BOA N° 350024

FEATURES

SEVEN BOA

UNISEX / BOOTS UNISEX / BOOTS

TEAM BOA HYBRID

TEAM BOA HYBRID N° 350034

SIZE

FEATURES

SIZE

EUR 24.0 - 31.5

US 5.5 - 13.5

FIVE BOA

FIVE BOA N° 350114

SIZE

FEATURES

EUR 24.5 - 30.0

US 6.0 - 12.0

EUR 24.0 - 31.5

US 5.5 - 13.5

DIRECT RIDING POWER

The SEVEN BOA is built for serious chargers, with its re-
sponsive performance fl ex and maxed out forward lean. It 
is also armed with HEAD’s new top-end NINJA PRO sole, 
which supports, grips, is weight-saving and shock absor-
bent, contains a carbon shank for added support, and BOA 
INSTEP GRASP and the progressive power strap for quick 
and precise fastening. The seamless build of frequency 
technology also increases the boot’s waterproof qualities 
for those long days out in the powder and an asymmetric 
cuff delivers an ergonomic fi t for supreme comfort. This 
boot transfers a rider’s input to their board without devia-
tion. 

ALL DAY PROGRESSION SESSIONS

The FIVE BOA is characterized by its mid-range forward 
lean and forgiving yet responsive fl ex. These characteris-
tics make it a comfortable, easy going boot in which to 
progress, for intermediate and advanced riders. HEAD’s 
strategically positioned BOA driven WRAP STRAP delivers 
supreme fi t to the calf, while the IPS system locks the heel 
in place and hinged fl ex fl aps offer a snug fi t to the fore-
foot. The lightweight EVA NINJA sole provides a supportive 
foot hold with enhanced shock absorption and superb grip 
in all conditions. The FIVE BOA is the ideal boot for all day 
progression sessions. 

PRO-LEVEL SUPPORT

The TEAM BOA HYBRID is the boot of choice of our hard 
riding pros, so it needs to work in all conditions, from 
the backcountry to the rigors of the street. Therefore the 
boot is armed with HYBRID LACING, in which a focused 
BOA delivers fast and dependable hold to the instep, 
while the rest of the boot benefi ts from the dependabil-
ity and adaptability of traditional lacing. Add to this the 
intense crankability and hold of the double power strap, 
together with the support, grip and shock-absorbent 
qualities of the pretzel SA pro outsole, you have a boot 
for champions. 

UNISEX / BOOTS
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TRIGGER BOA

TRIGGER BOA N° 350714

SCOUT

SCOUT PRO BOA STREET N° 350824

SCOUT PRO STREET N° 352824

SCOUT PRO BOA BLACK/RED N° 350814

SCOUT BOA BLACK N° 350813 SCOUT BLACK N° 352813

SIZE

SIZE

FEATURES

FEATURES

WOMEN 
BOOTS

RIDER:  S INA  CANDRIAN
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

EUR 24.0 - 31.5

US 5.5 - 13.5

EUR 24.0 - 31.5

US 5.5 - 13.5

UNISEX / BOOTS WOMEN / BOOTS

PROGRESSION MADE EASY

The simple-to-use, comfortable TRIGGER BOA is the per-
fect boot for snowboarders kicking off their riding career 
and working their way up to the medium line in the park. 
Easy-going forward lean and a forgiving yet progressive 
fl ex make the boot easy on the legs and big on comfort, 
while the WRAP STRAP and soft top cushioning enhance 
the boots all day rideability. Underneath, a moonwalker SA 
sole, with its shock absorbent pad in the heel, sucks up 
shocks and chatter, whilst slipping in and out of the boot 
is super easy thanks to the single BOA. The TRIGGER BOA 
is progression made easy. 

ACCESSIBILITY AND COMFORT

The SCOUT series boot in all its guises is built for the pur-
pose of making snowboarding accessible and comfortable. 
Lenient fl ex and forward lean take the stress out of rid-
ing, while the cushioned soft Top and COMFORT CUFF (only 
SCOUT PRO) deliver a secure fi t free of pressure points.  
Adding to the fi t and support of the boot is the moonwalker 
sole, which gives grip, dampening and stability, while a 
single BOA rounds off the boot’s ease of use. The Scout 
makes taking turns stress-free and comfortable. 
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SEVEN BOA WMN

SEVEN BOA WMN N° 353404

FIVE BOA WMN

FIVE BOA WMN N° 353514

SIZE

EUR 22.5 - 27.5

US 5.5 - 10.5

EUR 22.5 - 27.5

US 5.5 - 10.5

SIZE

FEATURES

FEATURES

GENIUS BOA

GENIUS BOA N° 353714

GALORE

GALORE PRO BOA WHITE N° 353834

SIZE

SIZE

EUR 24.0 - 27.5

US 5.5 - 10.5

FEATURES

FEATURES

GALORE PRO WHITE N° 354924 GALORE PRO BOA BLACK/PINK N° 353824

GALORE BOA BLACK/PURPLE N° 353813 GALORE BLACK/PURPLE N° 354913

EUR 22.5 - 27.5

US 5.5 - 10.5

WOMEN / BOOTS WOMEN / BOOTS

RESPONSIVE GIRLS BOOT

The SEVEN BOA WMN is built for girls who know their Mel-
ons from their Roast Beefs. Armed with a performance 
fl ex and aggressive forward lean it reacts seamlessly to 
a rider’s input. The boot’s GEISHA PRO sole provides un-
paralleled grip, support and response from the fi breglass 
arch support, shock absorption and support from the EVA 
frame, and strategic gel pads. Much of the tech in the boot 
is also girl specifi c, with the ergonomic asymmetric cuff  
cut and WOMEN’S COMFORT SYSTEM providing a female 
fi t and natural fl ex. All this goodness is wrapped up in the 
frequency technology shell, with its reduced stitching and 
improved waterproofness. You won’t fi nd a more respon-
sive girls boot than the SEVEN BOA WMN.  

CUSTOMIZABLE PERFORMANCE

The FIVE BOA WMN is a performance-oriented boot with 
comfort. A mid-range forward lean and forgiving fl ex pat-
tern combine for a relaxed yet responsive ride. This is en-
hanced by the customizability of the coil and IPS BOA, as 
well as the fl ex fl aps and WRAP STRAP that provide a com-
fortable snug fi t. HEAD has also customized the boot to the 
form and fl ex of a girl’s leg through the WOMEN’S COMFORT 
SYSTEM while the GEISHA sole sucks up unpleasant shocks 
and chatter and provides outstanding grip. 

COMFORTABLE LEARNING CURB

The forgiving forward lean and fl ex of the GENIUS BOA 
make a comfortable easy to ride boot, directed at the be-
ginner to intermediate girl. While EVA pads inside the sole 
sucks up nasty shocks and HEAD’s WOMEN’S COMFORT 
SYSTEM provides a girl specifi c fi t and more natural fl ex, 
the ankle fl ex notch allows the boot to fl ex without pinching 
or pressure points. The simplicity of BOA makes the boot 
accessible, while HEAD’s WRAP STRAP delivers an even 
distribution of power from the BOA for unparalleled hold. 
In short the boot screams comfort without compromising 
function. 

LEARNING MADE SIMPLE

The GALORE boot series is designed to make learning the 
basics of snowboarding inviting and progressive. The 
WOMEN’S COMFORT SYSTEM, with its low cuff cut, cush-
ioning and easy fl ex, is complemented by the enhanced 
medial fl ex of the COMFORT CUFF (only GALORE PRO). 
A moonwalker W sole delivers grip, stability and dampen-
ing which adds to the enjoyment and comfort of linking 
turns, while the simplicity of BOA makes the boot all the 
more accessible. The GALORE makes learning to ride a 
walk in the park. 
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YOUTH
RIDER:  LU IS  ECKERT

PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

FROM LINKING TURNS TO LAPPING THE PARK

The EVIL YOUTH ROCKA accompanies the older grom from 
linking turns to lapping the junior line in the park. That’s 
because Rocka gives it a catch-free, smooth ride that is 
easy to master and progress on. A lightweight tip-to-tail 
poplar core and extruded base also add to its durability 
and responsiveness, making it the perfect grom’s progres-
sion tool. 

ACCESIBLITY FOR GROMS

The YOUTH is a comfortable, easy-riding binding for groms. 
Both the lightweight baseplate and JR highback are forgiv-
ing yet reactive to a grom’s input, allowing them to dial 
their fi rst turns, ollies and spins, with plenty of power in 
reserve for progression. EVA pads in the toe and heel suck 
up shocks while the fi t ankle strap deliver a snug, comfort-
able fi t; perfect for those all-day learning sessions. 
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EVIL YOUTH ROCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

118
128
138
148

22.0
23.0
24.0
24.0

50
52
54
54

15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0

42
44
46
52

0
0
0
0

EVIL YOUTH ROCKA N° 336314

YOUTH

YOUTH N° 343213

FEATURES

FEATURES

SIZE

S M

18.5 - 24.5 25.0 - 28.5

YOUTH YOUTH



ROWDY JR ROCKA

LENGTH WAIST CONTACT RADIUS MED. STANCE SETBACK

98
108
118
128
138

21.0
22.0
22.0
23.0
24.0

40
44
50
52
54

13.0
11.0
15.0
16.0
17.0

32
36
42
44
46

0
0
0
0
0

ROWDY JR ROCKA N° 336614

P JR

FEATURES

FEATURES

JR BOA N° 355314

JR

JR N° 356414P JR N° 343613

SIZE

SIZESIZE

FEATURES

ONE SIZE

18.5 - 24.5

EUR 18.5 - 25.5

US 1 - 7

EUR 18.5 - 25.5

US 1 - 7

FUN LEARNING STICK

The ROWDY JR ROCKA is designed to fi t the body to foot 
ration of a kid to perfection, providing added fun for more 
seasons. Built with a cap construction and tip-to-tail 
woodcore it is ideal for learning to link turns and catch 
mini air and it won’t make a horrendous hole in mum and 
dad’s wallet.  

FUN & EASY

The key to keeping groms stoked on riding is to make their 
experience easy-going, fun and comfortable. For that rea-
son the P JR is the ideal kids binding as it is lightweight, 
forgiving and has time saving, tool-free adjustability. In 
short it is a one-size-fi ts-all day-maker for kids. 

BRIDGE BUILDER

The JR BOA is built to make a grom’s snowboard experi-
ence as easy and comfortable as possible. BOA and an 
integrated shell and liner mean that they can get in and 
out of the boots with ease – they don’t even have to know 
how to tie their laces - while easy fl ex, forward lean and a 
lightweight build add to the fun and ease of learning to 
ride. The JR BOA is all about building bridges between a 
grom and snowboarding.

FIRST STEPS

The JR has an integrated shell and liner as well as man-
ageable velcro fastening straps for mini gloved hands 
to work. Lightweight, comfy and easy riding these boots 
make a grom’s fi rst days on a board worry free, warm and 
ultimately inviting. The JR makes those fi rst steps into 
snowboarding easy. 
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ACCESSORIES
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER
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STREET BACKPACK

TRAVELBAG SM

LEARJET

VOLUME:  17 Liter

VOLUME:  55 Liter

VOLUME:  95 Liter

SIZE:  35 × 10 × 50 cm

SIZE:  55 × 35 × 28 cm

SIZE:  75 × 40 × 30 cm

TRAVELBAG SM N° 374423

LEARJET N° 374433

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

DAY BOARDBAG

SINGLE BOARDBAG

VOLUME:  135 Liter

VOLUME:  150 Liter

VOLUME:  30 Liter

VOLUME:  129 Liter / 135 Liter

SIZE:  170 × 35 × 23 cm

SIZE:  170 × 35 × 25 cm

SIZE:  50 x 27 x 24 cm

SIZE:  175 × 30 × 25 cm / 175 × 35 × 25 cm 

SINGLE BOARDBAG N° 374543 
SINGLE BOARDBAG + BACKPACK N° 374583

DAY BOARDBAG N° 374523

TRAVEL BOARDBAG N° 374513

TRAVEL DUFFLE BAG N° 374494

TRAVEL BOARDBAG

TRAVEL DUFFLE BAG

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

FEATURES

STREET BACKPACK N° 374483

BAGS BAGS

- Water resistant nylon material
- Dureable ripstop construction
- Highquality YKK Zipper
-  Heavy duty webbing reinforcements
-  Bottom & edge protection
- 3 stop telescope handle
-  Comfy neoprene handle

- Water resistant nylon material
- Dureable ripstop construction
- Highquality YKK Zipper
-  Heavy duty webbing reinforcements
-  Bottom & edge protection
-  Velcro adjustable packing compartments
-  Laundry bag
- 2 stop telescope handle
-  3 Comfy neoprene handle

- Water resistant nylon material
- Dureable ripstop construction
- Highquality YKK Zipper
- Separate outside pocket for helmet, googles, gloves....
-  Heavy duty webbing reinforcements
-  Wheel and edge protection
- Comfy neoprene handles
- Comfy shoulder straps

- Water resistant nylon material
- Dureable ripstop construction
- Highquality YKK Zipper
- 3 inside pockets
- Board protection separation
-  Heavy duty webbing reinforcements
-  Waterproof outer bag pocket
- Wheel and edge protection
- Comfy neoprene handles

-      Water Proof Tapaulin
-      Heavy Duty Zippers
-      Removable Toilet Bag
-      Padded Detachable Shoulder Strap  

- Water resistant nylon material
- Dureable ripstop construction
- Highquality YKK Zipper
-  Heavy duty webbing reinforcements
-  Padded bottom
-  Waterproof outer bag pocket
-  Shoulder straps

- Water resistant nylon material
- Dureable ripstop construction
- Highquality YKK Zipper
- Padded laptop pocket
- Sound pocket
- Ergonomic padded shoulder straps
- Breathable lining 
- Inside storage system
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PROMOWEAR 2014/15

PROMOWEAR PROMOWEAR

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379544
TEAM SIZE
N° 379534

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379574

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379604

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379614

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379624

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379584

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379594

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379554

SIZE     S - XXL
N°  379564 

ZIP HOODY MEN SWEATER MEN LONGSLEEVE GREY MEN

LONGSLEEVE BLUE MEN

DCT TSHIRT MEN

LIFESTYLE TSHIRT MEN

LOGO TSHIRT MEN

FORCE TSHIRT MEN

POLO TSHIRT MEN

SIZE     S - L
N°  379634

SIZE     S - L
N°  379664

SIZE     ONE SIZE
N°  379714

SIZE     ONE SIZE
N°  379724

SIZE     ONE SIZE
N°  379734

SIZE     ONE SIZE
N°  379904

SIZE     ONE SIZE
N°  379914

SIZE     S - L
N°  379674

SIZE     ONE SIZE
N°  379744

SIZE     S - L
N°  379644

SIZE     S - L
N°  379654

ZIP HOODY WOMEN SWEATER WOMEN LONGSHIRT WOMEN

LOGO TSHIRT WOMEN BEANIE WOMENLIFESTYLE TSHIRT WOMEN

BEANIE BLACK MEN BEANIE NAVY MEN BEANIE OLIVE MEN SNAP BACK CAP HEAD SNAP BACK CAP TEAM HD
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CAMBER
HYBRID CAMBA DCT

CAMBA

WOOD CORE

KERS

INTELLIFIBERS

BAMBOO CORE

BASALT STRINGERS

TWIN DIRECTIONAL

TWIN 

POPLAR CORE

FRAMEWALL

FLOCKA

ROCKA

SINTERED BASE

EXTRUDED BASE

CORE

TECHNOLOGY

BASE

SHAPE

HAMMERHEAD TIP & TAIL

TECHNOLOGY BOARDS TECHNOLOGY BINDINGS
BASEPLATE STRAPS HIGHBACK

FLEX

DUAL DENSITY DAMPIFLEX ASYMMETRIC DUAL DENSITY 
ANKLE STRAP

FULL COVERED EVA GRIP BASEPADS 
WITH SILICONE DAMPENING

POWER TRANSMISSION STRAP

AUTO OPEN TOTAL

AUTO OPEN TOE STRAPS

FULL COVERED EVA GRIP BASEPADS 

TOE & HEEL BASE PADS

ADJUSTABLE TOERAMPS

RECLINING HIGHBACK SYSTEM

FLEX INDEX

LS HIGHBACK

HYBRID CAMBA DCT features Camba under the 
bindings with a fl at section between. This middle 
zone has a narrower waist and more aggressive 
sidecut for precision turns and fast initiation of 
spins. Pop loaded camber begins just inside the 
bindings and extends out to the contact points in 
the tip and tail.

DF just got better with the division of the cushion-
ing into DUAL DENSITY zones. DF is the cushioning 
on which the rigid structure of the binding fl oats, 
acting not only as a dampening agent but also al-
lowing the board to fl ex better for improved preci-
sion and control. The DUAL DENSITY DF is divided 
into two sections, the fi rst for improved transmis-
sion of a rider’s input to the boards tip and tail, 
while the other acts as suspension to the inside of 
the foot, through which a rider exerts greatest pres-
sure while riding.

Our asymmetrical strap provides more lateral sup-
port in areas where needed, while the medial side 
of the strap allows more fl exibility for greater per-
formance. Stiffer padding on the lateral side gives 
a strong support and offers a direct input into the 
equipment in conjunction with some softer padding 
on the medial side. 

CAMBA is HEAD’s traditional camber profi le. The board is 
convex from the tip, and tail contact points to an apex in 
the center of the board, which delivers optimum power 
transfer for pop, intense maneuverability and grip.

This full cover basepad delivers both great foothold 
thanks to the Grip-Tex and plenty of dampening of head 
landings and chatter, delivering a smoother, more se-
cure ride. 

The Power Transmission strap features an injected 
frame, covered with 3D-EVA for perfect power trans-
mission from the stiffer outer section of the strap and 
cushioning of the foot and fl exibility from the softer cen-
ter and inside of the strap. Ladder straps ratchet into a 
housing to avoid tangling with clothing.

Toe and ankle strap ‘fold’ out from the baseplate 
with Auto Open Total, allowing for easy entry with-
out the hassle of kicking or treading on straps. 

Toe strap ‘fold’ out from the baseplate with Auto Open, 
allowing for easy entry without the hassle of kicking or 
treading on the toe strap.

A full-cover EVA basepad with exemplary hold and 
dampening for a smooth, non-slip ride. 

EVA cushioning in strategic toe and heel zones absorbs 
shock and chatter.

For ultimate boot to binding fi t the Adjustable Toeramp 
can move back or forward by means of a single screw 
and channel. 

The wood core is made from handpicked full-length 
wood stringers – lively and long lasting. 

This system combines the unrivalled comfort and 
hold of our conventional strap-in bindings with the 
simplicity a reclining highback. It is fast and easy 
to open and close and provides precision support 
and power transfer. 

FLEX INDEX 1-10
1 – fl exible / 10 – stiff

The Asymmetrical LW highback is made from a super 
lightweight fi bre compound, delivering maximum mo-
bility for tweaks and support where it’s needed. It also 
features tool-free adjustment as well as rotational ad-
justability.

KERS stands for Kinetic Energy Recovery System and is 
a technology adopted from Formula 1. In a snowboard it 
harvests kinetic energy produced while riding edge-to-
edge, converting it into electrical energy that is stored in 
piezoelectric elements in the tip and tail, to be released 
wherever additional support is needed. 

Intellifi bers are piezoelectric fi bers that absorb energy 
from edge-to-edge transfers, making them stiffer, for 
enhanced power and control. 

We carry boards with 40mm and 30mm wide string-
ers. This is a lightweight poplar core with two bamboo 
stringers in the center incorporating the inserts. It deliv-
ers a solid but poppy feel and adds strength.

Basalt fi bers are stronger and lighter than regular fi -
berglass and less brittle than carbon. This allows us to 
build lighter, more durable boards with better fl ex. 

Twin Directional boards are not only precision all-moun-
tain riding tools, they are equally at ease in the park and 
pipe. While the FORCE I. KERS has a narrower, shorter 
tail but with twin fl ex, the INSTINCT DCT I. KERS, DAY-
MAKER DCT, SHINE DCT, TRUE and PRIDE are twin in both 
fl ex and shape but with set back inserts. 

HEAD’s True Twins are built for freestyling, from pipe 
and park to the metal and concrete of the street. Switch 
tricks and fakie landings have never been so easy.

Our poplar cores are the lightest, strongest wood cores 
available and deliver maximum reactivity to a rider’s 
input.

Our ISPO GOLD AWARD winning FRAMEWALL is a 
multifaceted technology that acts like a torsional 
frame, adding stiffness and control to the board; 
smoothes out the ride through shock absorption; 
and delivers a continuous even pressure along the 
board’s edge for added control and reactivity. FLOCKA combines the precision and predictability of 

camber and the playfulness of and catch-free ride of 
rocker. In short Flocka has a broken in feel but with the 
solid pop of a new stick.

Rocka is HEAD’s easy-riding, “catch-free” reverse cam-
ber profi le, ideal for smooth presses and butters, lift 
in the pow and effortless slide in the street or on the 
mountain.

Our Sintered base features high wax absorption and a 
dense molecular structure for unbeatable speed.

HEAD Extruded bases are fast and durable and easy to 
maintain.

Hammerhead Tip and Tail is our tribute to the past. It 
features a larger surface area in the tip and tail for more 
control when landing. Also this greater surface area 
better distributes power in takeoffs. As a weight-saving 
measure HEAD cut into the tip and tail giving the board 
a unique, retro style.
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OUTSOLES
MOONWALKER 

MOONWALKER W

MOONWALKER SA

FLEX INDEX 1

FLEX INDEX 2

FLEX INDEX 4

FLEX INDEX 3

FLEX INDEX 5

BOA

HYBRID LACING

INSTEP GRASP

IPS LACING

PRETZEL SA PRO

PRETZEL

NINJA

GEISHA

NINJA PRO

GEISHA PRO

LITE

FORWARD LEAN 11°

FORWARD LEAN 9°

FORWARD LEAN 7°

FLEX INDEX

FORWARD LEAN

SHELL LACING OPTIONS

CUFF CUT

ASYMMETRIC CUFF CUT

WRAP STRAP

COMFORT CUFF

FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY

FLEX FLAPS

VELCRO

TECHNOLOGY BOOTS TECHNOLOGY BOOTS
LINER TYPES INSOLES

LINER LACING

LINER CUSTOMIZATION

WOMEN SPECIFIC

AUTOFIT

THERMO INSOLE

SMOOTH TRACTION

EASYLOCK

POWER TRANSMISSION POCKET

FPG INSOLE

LINER ANKLE BRACE

SLICK FIT STRAPS

HYBRID LACING

WOMEN’S COMFORT SYSTEM

TOE WIDTH ADJUSTMENT

FPT INSOLE

ASYMMETRIC TOE BOX

ADAPTOE

THERMOFIT

THERMOFIT PRO

THERMOFIT HYBRID

PROGRESSIV POWER STRAP

In addition to the grip and stability of the 
Moonwalker, the Moonwalker SA also includes 
a highly effective shock-absorbing cushion in 
the heel to suck up hard landings.

The Moonwalker provides supreme grip, 
dampening & stability. Inner rubber studs 
conform and grip on all surfaces, while the 
main frame offers support & stability.

The Moonwalker W sole provides supreme grip, 
dampening and stability for women’s boots. 
Inner rubber studs conform and grip to all 
surfaces, while the sole’s mainframe offers 
support and stability.

Metal loops and a Tetoron lace mate-
rial make for easier sliding laces and 
an easier entry and exit. These liners 
are heat moldable, come with a 3D 
molded insole with a solid heelcup to 
avoid heel movement, and give proper 
arch support. 
This liner comes with FPG Insole, 
Asymetric Toe Box and Easy Lock.

Entry-level liner for rookies learning the 
ropes, this pre-molded liner offers a 
super cozy fi t. 
This liner comes with FPG Insole.

All liners are heat moldable

Our Thermo Insole is made from lightweight, yet su-
per supportive EVA foam that provides great vibration 
dampening and comfort. The result is your feet will 
thank you for keeping them warm and cozy.

To avoid pressure points a webbing goes over your instep 
instead of a lace. Unlike laces the webbing well distrib-
utes the lacing load over a bigger surface and  offers 
a snug fi t. In the upper section fl aps distributing from 
the shaft additionally cover the laces to avoid pressure 
points.

To tighten, just pull the inner liner lace with just one 
hand... and it locks itself! To release, simply pull the 
tongue loop forward. It doesn’t get much easier than 
this.

Fine-tune the liner’s toebox volume by adding/removing 
EVA pads to the Power Transmission Pocket. It provides 
great support for the toes when doing heelside turns.

The FPG (Foot Precise Guidance) insole features a 
cupped heel shape and curved arch under your instep, 
providing you with maximum support for your entire foot. 
No more cramping means a more fun riding!

This socket construction around the liner’s heel works 
just like an ankle brace: the outer mesh wraps around 
the foot and offers additional support to your ankles.

Slick Fit Straps wrap the liner for a super snug fi t when 
the lace is tightened. They keep your feet in place and 
reduce any heel lift.

Hybrid Lacing is a combination of a lace secured with 
the Easylock on the lower section and a Velcro collar 
strap on the liner’s cuff. Individually adjust the liner’s 
sectiona with precision according to your needs.

The Women’s comfort system provides a comfi er fi t and 
more natural fl ex on heelside turns, while the lower pro-
fi le of the cuff is more ergonomic to a woman’s lower leg.
 

A velcro strap around the toebox allows you to adjust its 
width to avoid slipping in the boot if you have a nar-
row foot. Pull out the liner, tighten the strap according 
to your needs and step into the boot again. You will feel 
the difference.

Our FPT (Foot Power Transmission) insole is put together 
using 3 different densities for maximum performance: 
1) A stiffer material that surrounds your heel for that 
locked-in heel grip feel. 
2) A shock absorbing pad under the heel where you need 
it most to soak up heavy landings and to keep your feet 
relaxed on hard packed days. 
3) A softer forefoot construction giving additional comfort 
and keeping your hard working toes warm all day long.

A foot is thinner on the lateral toe side than on the me-
dial side. This is why our liners come with an asymmetric 
toe shape – for the perfect anatomic fi t.

The toe section is covered with a fl exible neoprene foam 
that goes well behind the small toes. The liner will well 
adapt to your toes even in case you have a ganglion. 

This liner dispenses with lower lacing 
(not needed because of IPS and Hybrid 
lacing on the shell) to eliminate pres-
sure points and give even easier entry 
and exit without compromising on fi t. 
It is custom heat moldable, the lining 
is made of natural antimicrobial Bam-
boo charcoal and there’s a 3D molded 
insole with a solid heelcup to prevent 
heel movement and give proper arch 
support.

This liner comes with FPG Insole, Toe 
Width Adjustment, Adaptoe, Asymetric 
Toe Box, Slick Fit Straps and Easy Lock.

Our most advanced liner. The lower 
section has a Velcro strap to custom-
ize the width and a Power Transmission 
Pocket holds your toes down securely on 
heelside turns. Bamboo charcoal lining 
is natural and antimicrobial and the 
breathable foam used helps wick mois-
ture away from your foot. A Collar Velcro 
strap allows you to crank it tight for di-
rect power transmission and the triple 
density insole has a strong heelcup, 
signifi cant arch support and a shock 
pad in the heel. Heat moldable too.

This liner comes with FPG Insole, PTP, 
Toe Width Adjustment, Adaptoe, Smooth 
Traction, Liner Ankle Brace, Asymetric 
Toe Box, Slick Fit Straps, Hybrid Lacing 
and Easy Lock.

Forgiving fl ex.

Unisex: Forgiving progressive fl ex. 
Women: Progressive fl ex.

Responsive and forgiving fl ex. 

Progressive fl ex.

Responsive and performance fl ex.

The uncompromising state of the art lacing system.

This combination of lacing and BOA combines the best 
qualities of both systems, from the speed and precision 
of instep BOA for a solid heel lock, to the fl exible depend-
ability of traditional lacing. 

A unique, centrally located cable routing system for 
the BOA boot that allows evenly distributed tightening 
to both the upper and lower sections of your boot. This 
powerful system greatly improves the fi t over the entire 
foot and specifi cally locks in your heel due to the cen-
trally located cable guide design over the ankle.

Head’s premium sole has the skate-inspired 
Vulcanized look with visible EVA cushioning 
throughout for the best impact absorption in 
the line. The material is tough as hell and the 
pretzel-shaped tread not only refl ects our Ger-
man roots, they offer great grip for hiking.

Skate-styled with a Vulcanized look and em-
bracing our roots with the pretzel tread, this 
sole unit has a shock-absorbing EVA heel 
cushion to take the sting out of landings.

Ninja is Head’s new simple EVA sole, featur-
ing strategically positioned rubber traction 
pads in the shape of Ninja throwing stars for 
ninja grip. 

The new women’s Geisha sole is made of a 
lightweight EVA foam, which also has very 
good insulation properties to keep your feet 
cozy in extreme cold. Rubber studs offer a 
solid grip to prevent you from slipping.

The Ninja Pro is Head’s multi-density EVA 
sole, featuring a gel shock pad in the heel and 
foam cushioning under the forefoot for addi-
tional dampening. The Ninja Pro also contains 
a carbon shank for enhanced foot support 
and features an over-moulded weight-saving 
mesh construction. 

The Geisha Pro is a multi-density EVA sole that 
includes an additional gel pad in the heel for 
superior shock-absorption, strategic rubber 
studs for improved grip and a fi breglass arch 
support. 

The Lite is a lightweight EVA rubber sole that 
offers maximum grip in all snow conditions.

Angled for chargers 

A supportive hold for freestyling as well as carving up the 
resort. 

Forgiving forward lean for rookies and easy riders.

The Cuff Cut eliminates bulging and deformation of the 
shell and smooth forward fl ex. 

HEAD has made the cuff cut asymmetric to better fi t the 
anatomy of a rider enabling the boot to fl ex to the natural 
shape of the foot when bending.  

Our Instep Pad Strap (IPS) gives supreme heel hold and 
eliminates the need for laces on the lower liner to give 
easier entry and exit and improved comfort. The padded 
strap sits over the ankle and pulls the heel further into 
the heel pocket, and also distributes pressure from the 
ankle strap more evenly over the top of the foot making 
comfort on another level. 

BOA cables run through the Wrap Strap, strategi-
cally positioned in the calf to deliver a comfortable 
more secure hold across the boot avoiding pressure 
points. 

The Comfort Cuff offers more fl ex on the medial 
side of the boot providing added comfort and more 
natural fl ex.

The Frequency Technology is a new design approach 
that reduces visible stitching and weight and increase 
waterproofness.

The Progressive Power Strap is a single pull strap 
on the cuff of the boot, which provides a secure and 
power enhancing hold. The Progressive Power Strap 
is positioned closer to the eye-stays of the boot for 
a more dependable hold with minimum movement 
in the strap.

Flex Flaps provide a more all-encompassing fi t around 
the forefoot, with the hinged lace guides adapting and 
fl exing with the forefoot.

Velcro straps replace BOA on the integrated shell and 
liner of the JR boot, for a simple fi tting experience.
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RIDER:  FREDRIK  EVENSEN
PHOTO:  FLORIAN JAEGER

NOTES
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